
 

 
 

The Community Council represents the views of local residents to Edinburgh City Council 

 

From : Richard Price: NTBCC Planning Convener   

 

2 Bellevue Terrace 

Edinburgh 

EH7 4DU 

24th June 2022 

Mr. Adam Cairns, 

The City of Edinburgh Council, 

Waverley Court, 

East Market Street, 

Edinburgh, EH8 8BG  

 

Submitted by email to adam.cairns@edinburgh.gov.uk 

 

Dear Mr. Cairns, 

 

22/02528/FUL The removal of 2 No. phone kiosks and the installation of 1 No. BT Street Hub 

unit. Proposed Telecoms Apparatus 16 Metres West Of 117 Dundas Street Edinburgh 

 

This proposal  within the New Town & Broughton Community Council’s (NTBCC) area forms part of  a 

wider pan-Edinburgh series of applications for the installation of BT ‘Street Hubs’ which are 

essentially double-sided digital advertising display units with static but frequently rotating content - 

the majority of which aim to replace redundant BT phone kiosks. Some of these applications have 

already been determined but the majority, including this  proposal for Dundas Street, are live 

applications, open for comments from the general public. 

 

We note that the proposed location is on the periphery but just outwith the (Old and) New Town 

World Heritage site but the  site does sit within the New Town Conservation area. 

 

Generally, the New Town & Broughton Community Council would support removal of redundant i.e.  

infrequently used BT phone kiosks. These kiosks have often been subject to either vandalism to 

some degree, locations for anti-social behaviour or more typically targeted as suitable locations for 

graffiti or fly-posting. However, whilst this application proposes removal of a currently under-utilised 

and graffiti’d (1 off) kiosk on Dundas Street, it also proposes replacing the redundant kiosk with a BT 

‘Street Hub’.  
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1. Assessment of  Benefits for ‘Street Hubs’ 

 

We note the possible benefits as stated in the background document lodged (‘Outlining the Full 

Range of Benefits that Street Hubs Provide’) and whilst these may be relevant to a few local 

residents or more likely visitors to the area, these do not appear to have been a material 

consideration in previous, broadly similar, applications that have already been determined. 

 

We are also aware that this current tranche of applications across Edinburgh are part of a wider pan-

UK activity by the applicant. Whilst we understand and acknowledge that experience elsewhere is 

not a material planning consideration, it is worth noting the responses by various local authorities 

across the UK differs; with some embracing this move to modern technology but others who have 

not been enticed by the perceived benefits - even when the applications (similar to this one)  

propose the removal of unsightly BT phone booths. 

 

The key features of the telecommunications interface as stated in the application include : 

-   free ultrafast Wi-Fi; 

-   touchscreen tablets to access council services, BT's phone book, maps and directions; 

-   an accessible design, incl. hearing induction loops, braille embossed and TalkBack functionality; 

-   integrated lighting and "privacy wings"; 

-   100% renewable energy powered. 

 

Having considered the proposed benefits as listed above and the document referenced previously; 

although there may be  elements that could be beneficial to local residents, based on anecdotal 

evidence for other UK cities, we remain unconvinced  there are sufficient real benefits to support 

this proposal versus the significant disbenefits outlined below.  

 

The proposed ‘Street Hub’ kiosks have a height of almost 3 metres whereas the kiosk that it is 

replacing (possibly a ST6 : ‘Street Talk 6’) is  around  2.5 metres in height. This seems a significant 

and unnecessary increase in height which we do not believe is compensated for or justified by the 

reduction in depth or footprint versus the existing phone kiosk, nor by any reduction in the total 

number of kiosks.  

 

What is clear is that the proposed replacement ‘Street Hub’ is a large and dominant structure - the 

overall size of the kiosk structure as a whole is scaled up to accommodate two large and prominent 

advertising screens. The physical design of the unit is led by the requirement for these screens to be 

as prominent as possible to passing pedestrians, cyclists and drivers. The scale of the unit is far in 

excess of what would be  “reasonably required for the purposes of the electronic communications 

apparatus”. If the screens were omitted, the communications apparatus would fit inside 

a considerably smaller unit. While Street Hub kiosks are designed to replace traditional phone 

boxes, they are not designed to accommodate any person using the kiosk inside the unit. Therefore 



 

 
 
there is no reasonable requirement to approach, let alone exceed, the scale of the phone box that 

provides an enclosure for the caller as well as the apparatus.  

 

The advertising screen is such a dominant feature of the kiosk that they make up the greater part of 

the physical character of the proposal. Whilst the screens may be  intrinsic to the proposal as a 

whole, they are incidental to the communications equipment in that it would be entirely practical to 

have the communications equipment either without them or perhaps as a much less dominant 

feature of the proposed application - which NTBCC would be more inclined to support. 

 

We would also note that there have been many applications over the past few years for (static) 

adverts on new bus shelters that have been granted and which appear to be in accordance with 

current planning policies and regulations that acknowledge that the maintenance of bus shelters is 

desirable & needs to be supported to some degree by advertising revenue. However, we note that 

the Council's current non-statutory ‘Guidance on Advertisements, Sponsorship and City Dressing’ 

makes a specific distinction between digital adverts on bus shelters (in appropriate locations) versus 

digital advertisements on other street furniture – the latter of which  are not supported by current 

non-statutory guidance. 

 

2. Impact on the New Town Conservation Area & Compliance with the Development Plan 

 

Although the proposed Street Hub is proposed to be adjacent to the new ‘New Town Quarter’ 

development, wich in itself may diminish to a degree the attributes of the Conservation area,  it will 

also be sited on one of the main gateways into the World Heritage site – hence the advertisement 

panels proposed (both individually and cumulatively) within Dundas Street will result in a material 

change in character in the New Town Conservation area as well as the WHS gateway.  Current 

Council policy states, in relation to on street advertisements, that they should be confined primarily 

to shopfronts with limited and subtle advertising on bus shelters and phone boxes at low level.  

 

However, as previously discussed, the proposed digital advertisements would rise almost  3  metres 

above pavement level. As such, the proposal will have a detrimental impact on the defining 

characteristics and appearance of this part of the conservation area and is therefore contrary to the 

Council's ‘Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas’. 

 

In relation to the current Local Development Plan and the  Council's Guidance on Advertisements, 

Sponsorship and City Dressing – this states that advertisements are, by their nature, designed to 

create a high impact in visual terms, which may be inappropriate in sensitive environments. Hence 

careful control is therefore required to ensure that advertising is not detrimental to the amenity of 

these locations. We therefore take the view that this advertising is unacceptable in principle in this 

location. Furthermore, the application does not comply with the 2016 LDP Policies Des 1 and Env 6. 

As indicated previously, we are also of the view that due to its width, height and illuminated digital 

nature, the advert constitutes an unacceptable and unnecessary intrusion into the streetscape which 



 

 
 
would result in advertisement clutter to the detriment of amenity and that the proposal would have  

a negative  impact upon visual amenity, affecting immediate outlook, contrary to the 2016 LDP 

policies Des 1 and Des 5. 

 

However, given the proposed location and the relatively wide pavements there, we accept that an 

adequate area of footpath could be retained.  

 

In summary, given that the proposal is contrary to a number of LDP policies and associated non-

statutory guidance, we would wish to register our objection to this application as presented.  

 

Although the deadline for submitting comments has now passed, we would also urge the Planning 

officer to refuse the associated 22/02527/ADV application  ('2 No LED Digital Displays' : Proposed 

Telecoms Apparatus 16 Metres West Of 117 Dundas Street New Town Edinburgh). 

 

We trust that these comments are helpful in the determination of this application. 

 

Yours, 

 

Richard Price  

NTBCC Planning Committee   

On behalf of the New Town & Broughton Community Council  

 

 

 

 

 

 


